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Bandwidth demand in data centers boosted by Sora       

..    
Event 

After Runway (US) launched Gen-2, a generative AI model that can generate novel videos 

with text, on February 15, OpenAI (US) unveiled a brand new generative AI model, Sora, 

which can generate videos up to one minute in length from text prompts. We believe Sora 

will stimulate demand to expand from data center services to audio and video streaming 

platforms, driving up demand for high-speed optical transceiver module products. 

Impact 

Sora: Generating images from text prompts. According to OpenAI, Sora is a combination 

of generative model DALL-E3, and GPT technology, which converts short prompts from 

users into longer detailed requirement descriptions. In addition to generating videos from 

text, it also creates video via images, and generates videos from existing clips. Sora 

currently supports videos in resolutions up to 1920x1080 or 1080x1920 for vertical videos. 

Single images (frames) up to 2048x2048 resolution can be exported from the service, with 

additional details being automatically generated by zooming into existing images or 

videos. 

Data traffic pushed up greatly; demand will expand to audio and video platforms. 

Although OpenAI did not disclose parameter details or image specifications of exported 

videos, such as the encoding rate, and whether the number of frames per second can be 

adjusted, we predict: (1) the smallest output format for Sora is an image with 2048x2048 

resolution, while the largest is a sixty-second image with 1920x1080 resolution. Therefore, 

the size of the files will be between several MB to hundreds of MB or more, 10-100 times 

(1MB=1024KB) larger than text exported from ChatGPT, at several KBs to MBs. Thus, when 

users generate videos via Sora, internal server/ GPU computing traffic in data centers will 

surge, compared to ChatGPT. Moreover, users downloading generated files will result in 

spikes to outbound traffic; (2) we believe that instead of directly using videos made by 

Sora, creators will generate videos with slight differences by entering different 

instructions, and then crop and edit the content; and (3) videos will be uploaded to audio 

and video streaming platforms en masse, driving up the non-AI service network bandwidth 

requirements of traditional data centers. 

Stocks for Action 

Share prices of Zhongji Innolight (CN) Suzhou TFC Optical Communication (CN), Eoptolink 

Technology (CN) and Huagong Tech (CN) fluctuated vigorously after Sora was announced. 

As Sora will push up demand from data centers for Taiwanese networking and optical 

communication vendors, we are upbeat on Accton Technologies (2345 TT, NT$564, OP), 

LuxNet (4979 TT, NT$155, OP) and Elite Advanced Laser (3450 TT, NT$69.2, NR). We are 

also positive on LandMark (3081 TT, NT$143, N) and EZconn (6442 TT, NT$123, NR), based 

upon our prediction of users uploading a higher quantity of videos to audio and video 

streaming platforms, and Gemini 1.5 Pro related beneficiaries. 

Risks 

Disappointing AI development; risk of a macroeconomic downturn. 
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All the above named KGI analyst(s) is SFC licensed person accredited to KGI Asia Ltd to carry on the relevant 
regulated activities. Each of them and/or his/her associate(s) does not have any financial interest in the 
respectively covered stock, issuer and/or new listing applicant. 

Disclaimer 
All the information contained in this report is not intended for use by persons or entities located in or residing in jurisdictions which restrict the distribution of this information by KGI Asia 

Limited (“KGI”) or an affiliate of KGI. Such information shall not constitute investment advice, or an offer to sell, or an invitation, solicitation or recommendation to subscribe for or invest 

in any securities or investment products or services nor a distribution of information for any such purpose in any jurisdiction. In particular, the information herein is not for distribution and 

does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy any securities in the United States of America, or to or for the benefit of United States persons (being residents of the 

United States of America or partnerships or corporations organised under the laws of the United States of America or any state, territory or possession thereof). All the information contained 

in this report is for general information and reference purpose only without taking into account of any particular investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Such information is not 

intended to provide professional advice and should not be relied upon in that regard. 

Some of KGI equity research and earnings estimates are available electronically on www.kgi.com.hk. Please contact your KGI representative for information. The information and opinions 

in this report are those of KGI internal research activity. KGI does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of 

the information and opinions contained in this report. The information and opinions contained in this report are subject to change without any notice. No person accepts any liability 

whatsoever for any loss however arising from any use of this report or its contents. This report is not to be construed as an invitation or offer to buy or sell securities and/or to participate in 

any investment activity. This report is being supplied solely for informational purposes and may not be redistributed, reproduced or published (in whole or in part) by any means for any 
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